Low-density gel dosimeter for measurement of the electron return effect in an MR-linac.
Radiation therapy in the presence of a strong magnetic field is known to cause regions of enhanced and reduced dose at interfaces of materials with varying densities, in a phenomenon known as the electron return effect (ERE). In this study, a novel low-density gel dosimeter was developed to simulate lung tissue and was used to measure the ERE at the lung-soft tissue interface. Low-density gel dosimeters were developed with Fricke xylenol orange gelatin (FXG) and ferrous oxide xylenol orange (FOX) gels mixed with polystyrene foam beads of various sizes. The gels were characterized based on CT number, MR signal intensity, and uniformity. All low-density gels had CT numbers roughly equivalent to lung tissue. The optimal lung-equivalent gel formulation was determined to be FXG with <1 mm polystyrene beads due to the higher signal intensity of FXG compared to FOX and the higher uniformity with the small beads. Dose response curves were generated for the optimal low-density gel and conventional FXG. The change in spin-lattice relaxation rate (R1) before and after irradiation was linear with dose for both gels. Next, phantoms consisting of concentric cylinders with low-density and conventional FXG were created to simulate the lung-soft tissue interface. The phantoms were irradiated in a conventional linear accelerator (linac) and in a linac combined with a 1.5 T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) unit (MR-linac) to measure the effects of the magnetic field on the dose distribution. Hot and cold spots were observed in the dose distribution at the boundaries between the gels for the phantom irradiated in the MR-linac but not the conventional linac, consistent with the ERE.